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Abstract
The visibility of gratings improves with increasing stimulus area. This effect is usually interpreted as being due to physiological
summation within the extent of the largest spatial filter and due to probability summation between the outputs of linear,
independent filters beyond that range. It is generally assumed that this improvement is isotropic to the patch configuration. In
contrast, the existence of long-range facilitation that is configuration-specific suggests that the visibility of a local contrast is
dependent on the spatial configuration of the stimuli. We measured contrast thresholds for circular and elongated Gabor patches
with a static carrier. The patch envelope orientation was either the same as the bar orientation (collinear) or orthogonal to it.
Contrast sensitivity was highest for elongated configurations that were collinear with the grating bars, and reached maximal
efficiency at a length of about four grating cycles (eight bar widths), but a width of only one cycle. © 1998 Published by Elsevier
Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
There is a general agreement that contrast threshold
(detectability) improves as a function of increasing
stimuli area (Howell & Hess, 1978; Robson & Graham,
1981). This assumption is implicit in the most current
computational models of spatial vision, which are based
on linear spatial filters whose spatial weighting func-
tions resembled those of cortical simple cells (Watson,
1982; Klein & Levi, 1985; Wilson, 1986). In these
models, the outputs of linear spatial filters produce a
field of local signals that can be integrated at later
stages of signal processing (e.g. Adelson & Bergen,
1985; Watt & Morgan, 1985; Wilson, 1991). The output
of these filters are considered to be independent of each
other (see Fig. 1A).
If the stimulus is detected by a population of inde-
pendent filters, assuming that noise in the filters is
added to the signal, the first range of contrast improve-
ment is usually attributed to physiological summation
within the receptive field (filter). The sensitivity to
extended stimuli then increases as a function of the
number of filters that are responding to the extended
stimulus area. Since the outputs of these filters are
considered to be independent of each other, the sensi-
tivity increases as a probabilistic function. So-called
probability summation models (Howell & Hess, 1978;
Robson & Graham, 1981; Mayer & Tyler, 1986; Tyler,
1995) predict an increase in sensitivity as the area of a
grating patch is increased. According to this model,
sensitivity continuing to increase is a function of the
number of filters stimulated, but at a lower efficiency
than within a single filter. Thus, the stimulus size
providing maximum efficiency indicates the existence of
full spatial summation up to that size, with respect to
the dimension of stimulus increase. Such probability
summation should be independent of the configuration
for stimuli of equal size on the assumption that the
filter density is isotropic and independent of the shapes
of the filters themselves (Howell & Hess, 1978; Robson
& Graham, 1981).
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the visual filters and the possible connections between them. (A) The standard model assumes which, consider a
symmetrical shape and no connections between the filters. Predictions of non-preferred summation based on such models are not supported by
our data. (B) Similar filters as in (A) but with a preferred connections along the collinear direction. Such connections may provide collinear
interactions that found in our data and other studies. (C) Collinear elongated filters that may form from non-linear pooling along the collinear
directions from filters like in (A) or (B). (D) Elliptical elongated filters, based on our data, connected with preferred collinear connections. This
possibility might account for both our results and the earlier non-collinear interactions and is supported by a recent anatomical data.
Recent psychophysical studies have shown a depen-
dence of contrast sensitivity on stimulus configuration
(Polat & Sagi, 1993, 1994a,b). The detectability of a
foveally viewed Gabor patch can be enhanced by the
presence of similar (high contrast) patches at distances
equivalent to several wavelengths of the Gabor carrier
modulation. The enhancement of visibility was most
prominent when the target and the flankers formed a
collinear configuration. Similar effects have been seen
in human visual evoked potentials (Polat & Norcia,
1996) and in cat single-unit recordings (Polat, Mizobe,
Pettet, Kasamatsu & Norcia, 1998). One implication of
the configuration-specific spatial interactions found for
suprathreshold flankers is that spatial summation at
contrast threshold may be non-linear and configuration
dependent. In a recent VEP study of local summation
behavior, Polat and Norcia (1998) measured contrast
thresholds from VEP contrast response functions for
circular and elongated Gabor patches with aspect ratios
up to 6:1 (12 cycles). The carrier orientation was either
the same as the patch envelope orientation (collinear)
or orthogonal to it. Response amplitudes were larger
and contrast sensitivity increased further for the
collinear configurations, up to 12 cycles.
Both the psychophysical facilitation of sensitivity and
the physiological facilitation of cell responses represent
non-linear influences from distant regions of the visual
field (though one does not necessarily imply the other).
However, there are two distinct explanations for the
configuration specificity of such long-range influences.
One is that the long-range connectivity is itself an-
isotropic with respect to the orientation specificity of
each individual cell. This would require a different
extent of long-range connections for cells tuned to each
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different orientation (see Fig. 1B). The other possibility
is that the long-range influences are, instead, isotropic
(with, say, a Gaussian fall-off over space). In this case,
the configuration specificity could be introduced by an
anisotropy of the cell’s summation field so as to be
elongated along some particular axis (see Fig. 1C). The
elongation would extend the range of the cell’s suscepti-
bility to the long-range influences along that axis but
not elsewhere, even though the influences were spread-
ing isotropically through the cortex. Thus, the presence
of elongated filters as the input stage of cortical pro-
cessing would account for the configuration-specificity
of the long-range interactions while avoiding the
difficulties of configuration-specific wiring.
The aspect ratio of the filters is closely connected
with the orientation tuning, which is an important
variable in the standard models of spatial vision. It is
generally assumed that psychophysical filters have lin-
ear spatial weighting functions resembling those of
cortical simple cells (Watson, 1982; Klein & Levi, 1985;
Wilson, 1986). The shape of the filter envelopes is
usually considered to be circular (Howell & Hess, 1978;
Watson, 1982; Watson, Barlow & Robson, 1983) but a
few studies that have suggested an elongated shape with
an aspect ratio of about 1.6:1 (Daugman, 1984; Wilson,
1986).
The prediction that the summing filters may them-
selves be elongated may be tested by measuring the
summation properties for anisotropic stimuli, such as
Gabor patches whose two-dimensional Gaussian envel-
ope is elongated in particular directions. Watson et al.
(1983) used such Gabor patches as a carrier and con-
cluded that the summation field was isotropic. How-
ever, their anisotropic conditions started from a size of
three cycles in both directions, and so did not test the
smaller range of elongated summing field sizes. We
wished to focus on the summation behavior of static
stimuli and to start from a test size that would stimu-
late only one simple cell receptive field (or superim-
posed set of local fields). Our experiments measured
spatial summation behavior along the two major axes
of the Gabor patch. We compared sensitivity for equal
area targets expanded separately along the length and
width axes. Parts of this experiments have been re-
ported in abstract form (Polat & Tyler, 1997).
2. Methods
2.1. Obser6ers
Four observers with normal or corrected-to-normal
vision in both eyes participated in these experiments.
The experimental procedures were explained to the
observers prior to participation in the experiment. The
two observers at the Smith–Kettlewell Institute had
previous practice with psychophysical thresholds but no
experience with collinear stimulus configurations. The
two observers at the Weizmann Institute had extensive
practice with collinear configurations, particularly ob-
server UP.
2.2. Stimuli and experimental procedures
The two-alternative forced-choice paradigm was used
in all experiments. An elliptical Gabor patch appeared
randomly in one of these intervals and the observer’s
task was to detect in which interval the target appeared.
When ready, the observer pressed a key activating the
trial sequence. The contrast threshold was estimated by
two slightly different methods in our two laboratories.
2.3. Constant stimulus method and stimulus
specification
Foveally viewed circular and elongated Gabor
patches at 4 c:deg were created with aspect ratios of
1, 1.4, 2, 2.8, 4, 5.6, 8, 12, 16 and 24, in either the verti-
cal or horizontal direction (with a carrier of vertical
bars). The patches were one cycle wide at half-height.
They were created on an Apple display controlled by
the Morphonome software package on a Macintosh
Quadra 700. The video format was 67 Hz non-inter-
laced with 832624 pixels occupying a 1512° area.
The stimuli were viewed binocularly from a distance of
115 cm and presented in a 600 ms raised cosine tempo-
ral envelope. They were framed by a set of corner
demarcators at a distance of 93.5 sigma on the long
axis of the elliptical envelope. Thus, the stimulus elon-
gated into a blank region of the screen on either side of
which were corner shapes that sat well beyond the
visible range of the stimulus, but whose geometric
center gave the fixation coordinates for the center of the
stimulus. The mean display luminance was 54 c:deg per
m2 in an otherwise dark environment. Thresholds were
measured by the interleaved constant stimulus method
without feedback, implemented to an accuracy of 9
0.2% contrast by the bit-stealing method (Tyler, Chan,
Liu, McBride & Kontsevich, 1992), in the Mor-
phonome software package developed at Smith–Ket-
tlewell (Tyler & McBride, 1997). Values were measured
in 5-point psychometric functions with 100 trials per
point. Contrast sensitivity was obtained by interpola-
tion of the data to the level of d %1 (76% correct)
rather than by assuming any analytic form for the
psychometric function.
2.4. Staircase procedure and stimulus specification
The stimuli were foveally viewed circular and elon-
gated Gabor patches (4 c:deg carrier; see Fig. 2). The
aspect ratio of the Gabor patches was controlled by
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Fig. 2. Experimental stimuli. Gabor patches with 4 c:deg carriers
0.25° standard deviation. Top centre: Gabor patch, aspect ratio
1:1. Right: Elongated patch, collinear configuration, aspect ratio
6:1. Right: as before, but in the orthogonal configuration. Bottom
centre: Orthogonal configuration for a horizontal global orientation.
3%, which is high enough to be effectively measured
with 8-bit grey level resolution of this set-up. The
stimuli were viewed binocularly from a distance of 150
cm and presented for 80 ms. The mean display lumi-
nance was 40 c:deg per m2 in an otherwise dark envi-
ronment. This part of the study was conducted at Prof.
Dov Sagi’s Laboratory at the Weizmann Institute of
Science, Rehovot, Israel.
To eliminate apparent isotropies to the different car-
rier orientations for these observers, the data for the
collinear, orthogonal and isotropic conditions were nor-
malized to the value for the smallest Gabor patch
condition (vertical carrier, aspect ratio 1).
2.5. Length estimate
The shape of the optimal filter may be estimated
directly from the log slope of the threshold improve-
ment. As long as the log slope approximates 1 the
optimal filter is exhibiting linear summation, and effi-
ciency improves. Where the slope approximates 1:2,
efficiency remains constant and implication is that the
visual system has access to a succession of filters that
match the size of each new stimulus to an equal extent.
Where the slope becomes shallower than 1:2, the last
filter size is assumed to have been reached, with no
more filters available at the same efficiency. If the slope
transitions smoothly from 1 to 0, with no extended
region of 1:2 slope, the implication is that there is
only one size of filter underlying the detection of the
stimulus domain in question. Note that this analysis
assumes that there are filters tuned to the spatial fre-
quency of the carrier modulation in the stimulus. This
seems a reasonable assumption for our stimuli since the
carrier was set at 4 c:deg, the peak of the overall tuning
function for local stimuli in the fovea. Even if there
were a frequency mismatch by some small proportion,
it would only perturb the estimates by the same propor-
tion. Moreover, similar results were found in our pre-
liminary experiments using other spatial frequencies.
The dotted line (in Fig. 3) indicate a slope of 0.5
to allow estimation of the optimal filter size. If there
were filters of equal efficiency relative to all the stimuli
presented, sensitivity should fall according to this func-
tion (Kersten, 1984). The point at which such a line is
tangent to the empirical data set represents the size of
the most efficient filter in the set.
We are interested in an estimate of the longest elon-
gated filter implied by the data set, i.e. the point at
which the curves turn the corner to an efficiency signifi-
cantly less than the optimal efficiency measured at any
length. Since the filters are generally assumed to be
isotropic, the question of interest is the length of the
filter of greatest elongation. For this estimate, we need
to establish the confidence interval giving us the conser-
vative lower bound, a measure of the shortest estimate
varying the standard deviation of the envelope along
the vertical or the horizontal axis, between 0.25–1.5°,
while holding the standard deviation of the orthogonal
axis constant at 0.25° (2.36 cycles wide at half-
height). In this way we created patches with aspect
ratios of 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6 for the linear elongation condi-
tion. The orientation of the carrier bars was vertical. In
all experiments, the Gabor patches were presented in
the center of a 1310.4° field set to the mean lumi-
nance of the patches. Before each trial, a small fixation
circle was presented at the center of the monitor. Target
threshold contrast was determined by a staircase
method, which converged to 79%. Each condition con-
sisted of about 50 trials, in which the spatial frequency
and orientation were kept constant. Each threshold was
measured at least four times.
Stimulus generation and display were controlled by a
SGI Crimson:Reality engine workstation. Stimuli were
displayed as grey-level modulation on Sony color mon-
itor. The video format was 60 Hz non-interlaced with
12801024 pixels occupying a 1310.4° area. An
8-bit RGB mode was used and Gamma correction
applied to produce linear behavior of the displayed
luminance. The lowest contrast threshold was above
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Fig. 3. Contrast threshold as a function of number of cycles of patch elongation. The global (envelope) orientation was vertical and the carrier
orientation was either vertical (collinear configuration; solid lines, filled circles) or horizontal (orthogonal configuration; dashed lines, open circles).
Panel A: for observers NF and JW thresholds estimated from the psychometric function using d %1. Panel B: for observers NO and UP the
threshold was estimated using staircase technique converged to 79% correct. The difference between the contrast thresholds of observers NF and
JW and observers NO and UP is attributable to the differences in stimulus presentation parameters; see Section 2 for more details. Log contrast
threshold improved substantially with increasing elongation for the collinear configuration, while only a small improvement was found for the
orthogonal configuration. The dotted line is a slope of 0.5 used to estimate the optimal elongated filter. See Section 2.5 for detailed information
about the slope estimate.
of the greatest elongation that is compatible with the
data.
To derive such a measure, we used a Monte Carlo
simulation based on the data for each observer. To
each observer’s mean data values we added simulated
measurement noise in a Gaussian distribution with the
standard deviation (S.D.) derived from that observer’s
measurement error. For each of 1000 simulations, we
extracted both (a) the elongation of peak efficiency in
the noise-added data set and (b) the point where the
curve for longer elongations first deviated to a lower
efficiency by 1 S.D. The elongation S.D. of this corner
efficiency distribution provides the error of estimation
for the length of the longest filter of maximal efficiency
contributing to the data.
Note that this corner efficiency procedure is some-
what conservative in that, if the data all fell exactly on
a slope of 0.5, it would provide an estimate of less
than the length of the longest elongation measured (and
with a larger S.D. than if the data had a sharp corner
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Table 1
A measure of the shortest estimate of the greatest elongation that is compatible with the data using a Monte Carlo simulation based on the data
for each observer (see Section 2)a
Upper bound (cycles)Mean Elongation (cycles)Observer Mean Elongation Lower bound (cycles)S.D. (log10 units)
(log10 units)
5.883.384.590.12JW 0.65
5.5 3.89NF 0.74 7.7690.15
15.803.637.690.32NO 0.88
16.595.01UP 0.96 90.26 9.1
a The log elongation and its estimated error, together with the upper and lower confidence limits (91 S.D.) in cycles of the Gabor carrier are
presented. See text for more details.
between slopes of 1 and 0) because the criterion will
sometimes be exceeded by chance at points lower than
the actual corner. The Monte Carlo approach to esti-
mating the corner is preferable to a more traditional
bilinear slope fit because it has only one free parameter
and does not require a preconception about the shape
of the summation function (the summation function
would not, in fact, correspond to a bilinear function
but a gradual transition depending on the underlying
summation model and the number of assumed
elongations).
3. Results
Spatial summation functions from four observers are
presented in Fig. 3 for collinear (carrier and envelope
both vertical; solid line, filled circles) and orthogonal
configurations (carrier horizontal, envelope vertical;
dashed line, open circles). The top panel (observers NF
and JW) presents thresholds calculated from the psy-
chometric functions (Gabor patches of one cycle
width). The lower panel (observers NO and UP)
present thresholds measured with staircase technique
(Gabor patches of two cycles width). For all observers,
threshold improves for collinear configuration signifi-
cantly more than for the orthogonal configuration.
Note that the contrast thresholds start at an unusually
high level for the smallest Gabor conditions but im-
prove to the level of 1–2% (for the Smith–Kettlewell
observers), which is typical for one-cycle elongated
stimuli (Wilson, 1991; Tyler, Chan & Liu, 1992). Even
when the threshold started at higher levels (for the
Weizmann observers; due to the brief presentation time
and lower mean luminance) it improved similarly with
increasing patch size.
For the first stage of increasing stimulus size, the
threshold improved at equal efficiency or steeper for all
observers in the collinear configuration while little or
no improvement was found for the orthogonal configu-
ration up to about four cycles. These data establish that
summation occurs preferentially in the collinear direc-
tion of the carrier grating. Minor improvement is evi-
dent for some observers for the more elongated
examples of orthogonal stimuli but these never ap-
proach the efficiency of the collinear stimuli, and are
therefore not the focus of our study. Our estimate of
the most elongated optimal filter for each observer,
using the Monte Carlo estimation (see Section 2) is
given in Table 1, which provides the log elongation and
its estimated error, together with the upper and lower
confidence limits (91 S.D.) in cycles of the Gabor
carrier.
The mean elongation over the four observers was
0.80790.08 S.E.M. (6.41 cycles). The smallest filter
elongation compatible with the data was about 3.5
cycles for three observers, while for observer UP it was
five cycles. The mean estimated elongation was five
cycles for the Smith–Kettlewell observers and 8.3 cycles
for the Weizmann observers. In terms of the stimuli,
this range of minimal aspect ratios was 1.81–3.89:1
considering that observers NO and UP were tested with
patches of two cycles width.
To determine whether there was any further width
summation for the stimuli with longer bars, we mea-
sured summation for isotropic Gabors, whose area (and
hence integrated contrast energy) increases according to
the square of the elongated Gabors. In Fig. 4 we replot
the data for the collinear configuration (solid line, filled
circles) from Fig. 1 for comparison with the sensitivity
for a circular Gabor patches (dashed line, open circles)
having the same number of cycles in the orthogonal
and in the collinear configurations. The data show that
no advantage is found for increasing area beyond the
first 1–2 cycles of the narrow Gabor stimuli, supporting
the implication from Fig. 1 that foveal summation is
highly elongated.
4. Discussion
The mean estimated filter elongation over observers
was five cycles for the observers unpracticed with
collinear configurations and at least 8.3 cycles for the
practiced observers. Note that the corresponding aspect
ratio in terms of the classic receptive field probe, a
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Fig. 4. Contrast threshold for elongated collinear Gabors (as in Figure 2 solid lines, filled circles) compared with circular Gabors (dashed lines,
open circles). When plotted in terms of stimulus area, the sensitivities improved much more rapidly when the stimulus was elongated than when
it was isotropic and of the same area.
single-polarity bar stimulus matching the carrier cycle,
would imply optimal detection for bars from 10:1 to
nearly 17:1 length to width ratios. The summation
functions for circular Gabors (Fig. 3) show no signifi-
cant improvement from the narrow elongated patches
of either one or two cycles to the corresponding circu-
lar Gabor patches, even though the stimulated area is
now increasing with the square of the height dimen-
sion. We conclude that contrast sensitivity improve-
ment as a function of stimulus area is configuration
dependent and that the elongated summation filters are
no wider than one cycle at 4 c:deg in the fovea. Note
that the summation slope up to the optimum was
significantly greater than the equal-efficiency prediction
(extreme points more than 2 S.D. away from the slope
of 0.5 for the Smith–Kettlewell observers), suggest-
ing that the full range of threshold sensitivities were
mediated by a single elongated filter (the one estimated
as optimal) at least for the unpracticed observers.
Some previous psychophysical calculations of the
local filter size as only slightly elongated (Daugman,
1984; Wilson, 1986) have relied on measurements of
orientation tuning, which may select the properties of
first-order summing units, whereas the summation ex-
periments that we describe will also target second-or-
der units of equal efficiency. The circular estimate of
33 cycles for the spatiotemporal summing field by
Watson et al. (1983) was made under conditions that
did not evaluate the range of small widths measured
here.
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In observer UP, the extended spatial summation that
we found continued along the equal efficiency predic-
tion up to the largest elongations that we were able to
measure. Coincidentally, this observer had the most
practice in detection of a wide variety of collinear
configurations, so his extended performance might be
due to the enhancement of collinear long-range facilita-
tion due to earlier history of practice with lateral inter-
action experiments (Polat & Sagi, 1994b).
Our results for spatial summation are reminiscent of
the lateral-masking results revealed in various previous
psychophysical and VEP experiments (Polat & Sagi,
1993, 1994a,b; Polat & Norcia, 1996; Polat et al.,
1998). In these experiments, facilitation for collinear
configurations was found up to 12 cycles and may
underlie the improved sensitivity for elongated
collinear pattern that we found in this study. The
existence of a second-order elongated interaction field
that groups local textures to a longer collinear object
was proposed by Polat, Norcia and Sagi (1996), Polat
and Norcia (1996) and Polat et al. (1998). Analogous
collector or collator mechanisms have been proposed
on the basis of psychophysical experiments using line
segments or dots (Morgan & Hotopf, 1989; Moulden,
1994; Levi & Waugh, 1996; Mussap & Levi, 1996).
Elongated classical receptive fields are found mainly
in layer 6 of striate cortex (Gilbert & Wiesel, 1985;
Bolz & Gilbert, 1989; Schwarz & Bolz, 1991). Lateral
interactions are a general phenomenon that is not re-
stricted to any cortical layer and cell type, and are
found equally for simple and complex cells (Kapadia,
Ito, Gilbert & Westheimer, 1995; Levitt & Lund, 1997;
Polat et al., 1998). Both elongated classical and
configuration-specific, non-classical receptive field
mechanisms may rely on long-range intrinsic connec-
tions (Gilbert & Wiesel, 1985; Bolz & Gilbert, 1989).
These connections tend to interconnect like-orientation
columns. Recent studies (Fitzpatrick, 1996; Schmidt,
Goebel, Lowel & Singer, 1997) indicate that neurons
tend to be connected along their preferred orientation
and are aligned collinearly.
We did not test the linearity of summation within
the local filters and thus could not distinguish between
linear summation within elongated filters (Fig. 1B) and
facilitation between laterally displaced filters (Fig. 1C).
Several lines of evidence suggest that the pooling is
independent of contrast phase when the flanks posi-
tioned within this elongation. It has been shown that
facilitation is evident both for high contrast flanks
(Polat & Sagi, 1993; Zenger & Sagi, 1996; Ishai & Sagi,
1997) and for contrast threshold flanks of opposite
phase (Chen & Tyler, 1998). Such receptive fields
would need to be second-order. Our summation experi-
ments, therefore, cannot rule out the existence of non-
linear pooling from adjacent fields with preferential
collinear connectivity. Thus, the data are consistent
with preferential physiological summation along the
collinear direction that is mediated either by elongated
classical receptive fields that are connected isotropically
or by configuration-specific, non-linear interactions be-
tween neighboring classical receptive fields connected
collinearly, (or both). In conclusion, our results clearly
suggest that human cortex exhibits a preferential orien-
tation pooling along the orientation axis over consider-
able distances in cortical space.
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